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Abstract 
By contrasting the traditional way in which GIS was completed that comes with less flexible, low 
efficiency, and lack redundancy which cause high entry cost, the fast development of microkernel 
plug-in technology provides the lightweight, efficient and scalable solution to Geographical Infor-
mation System (GIS). This paper is to reveal the potential of microkernel plug-in geospatial infor-
mation processing technology in GIS design and practice, with the acceptance and usage of func-
tion model called Resource loading manager(RLM) for GIS applications, which provides a possible 
solution to overcome the GIS’s high cost issue. After the short review of microkernel plug-in tech-
nology, the possibility of GIS design with microkernel is analyzed. This paper also introduced the 
composition of the whole system and the design of GIS service platform based on middle-ware in 
detail. 
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1. Introduction 
The concept of Microkernel (micro kernel) was first put forward by Richard Rashid. It was originally made for 
building microkernel operating system based on message passing mechanism, not for software architecture ser-
vices [1]. In recent years, as the development of software systems, especially with the “component” and “hie-
rarchical” concept and micro-kernel technology gradually was introduced into software design framework for the 
“decoupling possible relationships between components” [2]. More and more modern software systems adopt the 
idea of microkernel by using plug-ins to realize software architecture. But in the field of GIS, microkernel-based 
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technology standardized plug-in system has not yet been established. 
At same time, several drawbacks hindered communities who choose the commercial software for implementing 

GIS projects. Organizations lacking of enough financial resource cannot afford the cost of purchasing software. 
Furthermore, commercial packages typically are large and tightly integrated packages, organizations should pay 
for the whole package even though limited functional components are necessary. With the fast changing pace of 
technology, lack of standards in the GIS industry inevitably leads to plenty of false and wasted effort in GIS de-
velopment. The difficulty, high cost and technical complexity of developing GIS have always been underesti-
mated, which lead to the downright disappointment of pre-bubble promises on GIS deployment [3]. 

In this paper, we have established a geospatial information support platform based on microkernel architecture 
technology, including remote sensing data processing, open geographic information processing and mutual inte-
gration process, which provide a lightweight runtime environment. In this case, not only a lot of software purchase 
costs can be saved, but also a variety of personalized geospatial information processing demand can be met. This 
article presents a lightweight, efficient and scalable microkernel architecture geospatial information technology 
and method [3]. 

2. Brief Review of Microkernel and RLM  
2.1. Microkernel  
The concept of Microkernel (micro kernel) was originally made for building microkernel operating system based 
on message passing mechanism, not for software architecture services [4]. In recent years, as the development of 
software systems in style of “component” and “hierarchical”, micro-kernel technology has gradually been intro-
duced into software design framework for the “decoupling possible relationships between components”. But in 
the field of GIS, microkernel-based system has not yet been established.  
  Actually, the microkernel based system could provide several benefits that traditional GIS platform don’t have: 

a) There is no need to develop new application systems to meet user’s changing needs; 
b) Easy to modify the existing similar software systems. 
In traditional way the efficiency of scheme a), b) is impossible. Even small or new functional change resulted 

in system, the engineers often need to develop new application or modify the code. This will resulted in high de-
velopment cost, and poor scalability. 

For the government, enterprises, individuals and other different types of users which need a lightweight, effi-
cient and scalable geospatial information procession support environment, this paper presented such a platform 
based on microkernel architecture technology, including remote sensing data process and open geographic infor-
mation process and mutual integration process, which made a lightweight runtime environment. In this case, not 
only a lot of software purchase costs could be saved, but also a variety of personalized geospatial information 
processing demand can be met [4]. 

2.2. Brief State of the Art of RLM 
In order to ensure the efficient resource management, a geospatial information application system based on micro 
kernel technology is designed in this paper.  

The key of micro kernel technology in this paper is Geospatial information resource loading manager (RLM) 
which used to load the function module of program could realize the business logic of the application program. 
The structure of the RLM is shown in Figure 1 [5]. 

From Figure 1, FSRL (functional service requirements list) is used to count the resources requirement by the 
client software. This information at least includes: client software security level, the features of required resources, 
and the method of administration. 
According to FSRL, FR (function resolver) puts the functional requirements of client software in line with the 

rules of the system function modules to subdivide, and create functional modules list according to the require-
ments. 
FMRL (functional modules requirements list) is used to describe the function modules refined from the func-

tional service requirements of client software. 
LC (list counters) is used to arrange function modules according to FMRL. 
RCF (resource configuration file) is used to configure all functional modules. 
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AM (access manager) is used to check the permissions of LC calls for functional modules. 
FC (function combiner) is used to package the function modules called by LC for plug-in, using for client 

software.  
The Timer is used in one or more functional blocks occupied by other programs, and cannot be immediately 

called. The timer periodically detects the required permissions whether the function modules were released, and 
dynamically loaded them into the function plug-in when they were released. 

3. Implementation of Microkernel Architecture 
The basic idea of the method described above is: The process logic of programming system is implemented 
through a plug of expression of microkernel architecture [5]. FR is used to translate the functional requirements of 
client software into functional modules requirements. LC re-organizes and dispatches modules, and provides 
plug-ins for client software through FC. Furthermore, in order to satisfy the time limits and accuracy of function 
calls, we use RCF and AM to manage the resources. Meanwhile, the timer periodically detects the function mod-
ule which is unable to be used temporarily. When the function mode is available, the FC immediately loads it into 
the plug-in functionality for client software to use [5]. The process of the RLM is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 1. The structure of the RLM.                                                      
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The workflow is as follows: 
a) Client software confirms the service requests to create FSRL, and submit to the RLM; 
b) RLM confirms the FSRL submitted by client software. Then FR translates the required service into small 

granularity of function module, and generates the LC; 
c) LC views the RCF according to FMRL to decide whether the required function modules could be called 

immediately. If possible, LC will call the corresponding function modules and update the status of function mod-
ules in the RCF; 

d) FC package function service modules as function of plug-ins. This plug-ins is feed to client software as re-
spond. Meanwhile, FC creates function module identification, and returns it to the client software for handle. 

e) Client software calls plug-ins by module identification and after that returns it to the RLM. Then RLM up-
dates RCF. 

According to the above scheme, step b) also includes the following steps: After RLM receives FSRL submitted 
by client software; RLM translates the required service into small granularity of function module by FR. Mean-
while, RLM divides the requests of each functional module into read-only requests and marks them in generated 
function modules [5]. 

As the same, step c) also includes the following steps: After LC received FMRL, AM is read at first, in corrod-
ing to decide whether the client software has the permission to use the required level of the selected function 
modules. Then the results are identified in FMRL. For insufficient permissions to demand the use of functional 
modules, RLM will suspend the next steps. Finally, RLM checks RCF, confirms whether the required function 
modules could be used at moment. If the module cannot be called immediately, then the request will return tem-
porarily, and the status will be identified in RCF [5]. 

Step d) should also include the following steps: The plug-ins provided to client software adopt the loose pack-
aging mode. For exclusive functional resources such as write operation, when the user finish the write operation 
in the form of plug-in functional module, the instant loading manager will return to RLM, and updates RCF; Due 
to the function modules that are occupied by the other programs without using plug-in function modules, the de-
mand of the client software will be set with a time interval repeat in step c), until the function modules were dy-
namic loaded as the plug-in function. 

Step e) should also include the following steps: Client software will receive FMRL about status of functional 
plug-ins package which suggests that the reason why some function modules could not be available at moment. 

4. A Protype GIS Service Platform Design 
Data is the foundation of all applications and services. The uniqueness and accuracy are the important characteris-
tics of a geographic entity, therefore, in this LBS platform differences and ambiguity caused by the multiple data 
sources must be overcome. This platform (Figure 3) in the GIS based service is to deal with all kinds of basic da-
ta, including the navigation electronic maps of all kinds of manufacturers, all kinds of industry data and remote 
sensing image data. GIS based service mainly has two parts, one is an online service support system, and another 
is a middle-ware system. The design, implementation, operation of these two parts require rigorous data standard 
and constrained service specification [6].  

4.1. Online Support Service System  
Online service support system is based on the data management module which conducts the most basic data 
management, multi-source data fusion, data processing and distribution, the diversity of data services, third- 
party data service support and so on. The design is to build a quick compatibility and integration of a variety of 
data sources of standard geographic data management system. 

By establishing such a unified geographic data management system, flexible scheduling and data dispatch 
module are needed. Due to the diversity of the LBS service and the growing demand for the industry, different 
service requirements for data format are also diverse. Through data scheduling and dispatch module, and ac-
cording to the data content choice, the user can specify its own data format needs, and carry on the content data 
release, data integration and updating. Therefore, all data are standard unified and constant. The diversification 
is also the important guarantee of accurate GIS service. According to industry application and characteristics of 
the public service, while through the data access middle-ware and services middle-ware interface, the LBS plat-
form can be customized [6]. 
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Figure 3. The architecture of GIS service platform.                            

 
The Nav service support module is a platform to support various types of online services, it mainly includes 

various navigation electronic map service functions, such as spatial analysis, buffer analysis, data scheduling, 
information processing, online service application, user management, and other functions. Those functions are 
designed to provide online function module for the user of third party, and also could for the middle-ware design 
and development, which can be composed for all kinds of navigation application. 

4.2. The Middle-Ware Platform  
Middle-ware system is the core of GIS service, which throughout the underlying data management to online 
services support, and the application development, middle-ware technology process. 

The service platform composed of the various types of middle-ware. In order to achieve structure flexible and 
functional independence, function modules are based on middle-ware implementation, which are basement of 
the infrastructure of the services platform. 

In the field of electronic map navigation application, middle-ware is the main form and content of navigation 
terminal development, their complementation are completely followed by the specification shown in the Figure 
1. In development, the use of middle-ware can have better classification of all kinds of functions and extensions, 
which can assist the user to build and deploy the GIS services [7]. 

Otherwise the rapid development tools are, moreover, providing an important feature of GIS platform, which 
increase the difficulty of software development, shorten the development cycle, and solve the problem of mul-
tiplication differences. The tool can support multiple mobile devices in terms of building type development; the 
development of the core functionality can be implemented directly by the middle-ware in the form of drag and 
drop. Rapid development tools make full use of the navigation terminal development, middle-ware and industry 
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application which could improve the efficiency of software development, enhance its extensibility. 

5. Conclusions 
GIS public service will not only change the ordinary way of life, but also bring enormous business opportunities. 
At present, the high cost of service influences the LBS public service. The development and application of mi-
crokernel or middle-ware based product will provide GIS service with a high efficiency and low cost. 

Meanwhile microkernel technologies which can absorb scientific and technological achievements in the field 
of information technology synchronously keep up with advanced concept of software architecture, so as to pro-
mote the development of GIS technology and software. 

At the same time, based on micro kernel technology, we build the atom granularity function module of man-
agement and automatic loading, which has realized the function of resource-efficient scheduling and ordering 
management, which would allow GIS application to have a laid foundation. 
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